Fabulous Facts:

• The Fun Stampers Journey acrylic paints are an artist quality, non-toxic, fast-drying pigment paint. The high concentration of pigment provides a rich color.

• Acrylic paints are water soluble but become water-resistant when dry. They leave a vibrant, smooth, matte finish after completely drying.

• They can be diluted with water or modified with gel medium to ease the spreading ability across your painting surface and change the finished look of your project.

• Depending on how much the paint is diluted with water, or modified with a gel medium, the finished acrylic painting can resemble a watercolor or an oil painting, or have its own unique look.

• Acrylic paints are easy to use and bring another crafting adventure to your creative journey.

Colors can be mixed to create additional palette offerings

Easy clean up with water or mild soap

Apply to many surfaces; paper, wood, canvas, fabric. Permanent on most surfaces

Get creative by applying your acrylic paints with paint brushes, brayer, sponges and more.